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Abstract 

A burgeoning literature on corporate entrepreneurship has emerged since the early 1990s drawing on theoretical and 
empirical streams in strategic management and attributes of entrepreneurship such as decision-making under 
Knightian uncertainty, individual level theories of creativity and exploration, and Schumpeterian notions of creative 
destruction. The field has enticed increasing numbers of researchers to examine promised notions of competitive 
advantage, wealth creation, growth, innovation, and firm performance. This paper reviews the statistical 
micro-foundations of the domain to ascertain whether or not the conceptual and empirical interest in corporate 
entrepreneurship is outpacing the quality of data analytic methodologies and statistical checks for robustness and 
validity. The review focuses on the era of blossoming in literature growth between 2000 and 2009 and concludes that 
while there is always room for improvement, that the statistical and analytical health of the research being performed 
is headed in a promising direction. This bodes well for the future of both inquiry and practice in this domain and the 
realization of its espoused benefits.  
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1. Introduction 

Entrepreneurship is a broad ranging topic and can be evidenced in varying contexts ranging from the most common 
form of the autonomous start-up entrepreneur, to entrepreneurship enacted within a corporate context, to public 
sector entrepreneurship, and socially motivated entrepreneurship. For instance, Drucker (1985) espouses a broad 
application of entrepreneurship across various forms:  

“Entrepreneurship is based on the same principles, whether the entrepreneur is an existing large institution 
or an individual starting his or her new venture singlehanded. It makes little or no difference whether the 
entrepreneur is a business or a nonbusiness public-service organization, nor even whether the entrepreneur 
is a governmental or non-governmental institution” (p. 143). 

Similarly, Covin and Slevin (1991) have proposed that the entrepreneurial notions of risk taking, innovativeness and 
proactivity can be applied to both an independent entrepreneur and a corporation while acknowledging differences 
exist between them. One key difference is the challenge within the large corporate context of balancing ‘existing’ 
business requirements with the needs of ‘new’ business creation, sometimes referred to as ‘oldstreams’ and 
‘newstreams’ (Kanter, 1989). March (1991) examined adaptive processes building on the contributions of 
Schumpeter (1934) and articulated this as balancing the need for exploitation of old certainties (efficiency, execution, 
refinement, choice, production) with the need for exploration of new possibilities (search, variation, risk taking, 
discovery, experimentation). How opportunity is discovered and pursued through innovative, new resource 
combinations within the context of a firm mainly preoccupied with exploiting existing resource combinations is thus 
the core focus of corporate entrepreneurship (Elfring, 2005). Since the earliest references that suggest entrepreneurial 
orientation and activity inside large corporations can source or stimulate new businesses (Westfall, 1969; Peterson & 
Berger, 1971; Shils & Zucker, 1979), a burgeoning literature on corporate entrepreneurship now exists (see Phan 
Wright, Ucbasaran & Tan, 2009; Kuratko & Audretsch, 2013; and Corbett, Covin, O’Connor & Tucci, 2013). 
Corporate entrepreneurship is typically viewed as the sum of an organization’s innovation, strategic renewal, and 
venturing efforts (Guth & Ginsberg, 1990; Zahra 1986) and can take various forms (Morris, Kuratko & Covin, 2011) 
such as: 
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Table 1. Count of journal articles reviewed by journal and year 

 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 TTL 
SMJ  2        1 3 
JBV 1 2 1   1 1   7 13 
Tech    1     1  2 
RP   1   1     2 
ETP   1    2 2 1 1 7 
MSc       1    1 
HBR   1    1    2 
JMS     2   2 1 1 6 
BH          2 2 
AMJ       1  1  2 
Total 1 4 4 1 2 2 6 4 4 12 40 

Key: SMJ – Strategic Management Journal; JBV – Journal of Business Venturing; Tech – Technovation; RP – Research Policy; ET&P – 

Entrepreneurship, Theory & Practice; MSc – Management Science; HBR – Harvard Business Review; JMS – Journal of Management Studies; BH 

– Business Horizons; AMJ – Academy of Management Journal 

2.2 Analytical Considerations 

Prior studies on research methods within entrepreneurship were consulted to glean insights on criteria, issues and 
format for use in this paper with the following being most helpful: Busenitz, West, Shepherd, Nelson, Chandler and 
Zacharakis (2003), Chandler and Lyon (2001), Coombs, Sadrieh and Annavarjula (2009), Crook, Shook, Morris and 
Madden (2010), Dean, Shook and Payne (2007), Gilmore and Coviello (1999), Gregoire, Noel, Dery and Bechard 
(2006), Ireland, Reutzel and Webb (2005), Johnson and Podsakoff (1994), Kanter (1988), Low and MacMillan 
(1988), MacMillan (1993), Ratnatunga and Romano (1997), Savage and Black (1995), Schildt, Zahra and Sillanpaa 
(2006), and Wortman (1987). Key analytical notions examined were: 

2.2.1 Empirical vs. Conceptual 

Studies were categorized depending on whether their content was empirical or conceptual in nature. Empirical 
articles either used qualitative research techniques or had some level of data and statistical analysis, whereas articles 
largely conceptual in nature, or literature reviews, or untested theoretical or mathematical models were defined as 
conceptual. If theory was proposed and tested empirically using data, then this was counted as an empirical study. 

2.2.2 Data Sources 

Studies were examined as to whether the data was primary or secondary. 

2.2.3 Reliability Procedures 

Each article was examined from the standpoint of consistency and stability of the scores used in measurement scales.  

2.2.4 Validation Procedures 

Given that measures can be reliable but not necessarily be valid, and cannot be valid without being reliable, the 
criteria advanced by Messick (1995) was used to evaluate articles: 

 Content validity 

 External validity 

 The substantive and structural components of construct validity 

2.2.5 Level of Analysis 

Kanter (1988) and Low and MacMillan (1988) stress the value and importance of specifying the level of analysis 
used in research. The various levels possible for CE studies include: the individual, a group or team, a project or 
innovation, the firm, the industry, and the macro-environment. 

2.2.6 Statistical and Analytical Strategies 

Based on Field (2009), Stone-Romero, Weaver and Glenar (1995), and Chandler and Lyon (2001), the most 
commonly used statistical procedures were identified for each study. A simple coding system was deployed to 
catalog whether any of these methods were incorporated or not: 
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 Descriptive statistics (including sample size); Assumptions testing; Correlation analysis; 
Regression analysis; Logistical regression; Comparison of means using T-tests; Anova / Ancova; 
Non-parametric tests; Manova / Mancova; Exploratory factor analysis; Cluster analysis; Structural 
equation models; Discriminant analysis; Other statistical methods (e.g. multidimensional scaling). 

Good and bad examples of statistical methods were identified throughout the literature review. Some prior statistical 
analysis was also traced in the management literature and summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2. Prior studies examining use of data analytic strategies 

(Percentages represent the mean usage of each procedure) 

Statistical Procedures Stone-Romero et al. 

(1995) 

Chandler & Lyon 

(2001) 

Dean et al. 

(2007) 

Specification 

  Time period  

  # Articles reviewed 

  # Journals 

  Subject 

 

1975 – 1993 

1,929 

1 

Org. sciences 

 

1989 – 1999 

416 

9 

Entrepreneurship 

 

1976 – 2004 

582 

2 

Entrepreneurship 

Differences Univariate & Multivariate Means 

  Anova / Manova 

  Ancova / Mancova 

  T-Tests 

 

44% 

4% 

22% 

 

9% 

- 

13% 

 

8% 

- 

7% 

Bivariate & Multivariate Relationships between 

Observed Variables 

  Factor analysis 

  Correlation (zero-order) 

  Multiple regression analysis 

 

 

9% 

42% 

22% 

 

 

17% 

20% 

29% 

 

 

1% 

9% 

33% 

Causal Relationships between Observed or 

Latent Variables 

  Structured equation models 

  Path analysis 

 

 

5% 

<6% 

 

 

1% 

- 

 

 

4% 

2% 

Methods Accounting for Heterogeneity 

  Cluster analysis 

 

1% 

 

6% 

 

1% 

Discrete Event Methods 

  Discriminant analysis 

  Logistical regression 

 

2% 

- 

 

6% 

7% 

 

3% 

8% 

Non-Parametric Statistics < 9% 13% 21% 

Source: Compiled by Author 

For instance, the use of data analytic strategies in organizational research was investigated by Stone-Romero et al. 
(1995) covering 1,929 articles published between 1975-1993 within one journal from the organizational sciences. 
Although it is limited by being confined to articles published in one journal, its large sample size nevertheless 
provides an interesting reference point. A second study worth noting is the Chandler and Lyon (2001) analysis of a 
decade of entrepreneurship research (1989-1999) covering 416 articles in 9 journals. Finally, a more recent study by 
Dean et al. (2007) focused on 582 entrepreneurship articles published between 1976 and 2004 in the two top 
entrepreneurship journals (JBV and ET&P). Key findings for all three studies are conveniently summarized in Table 
2. 

2.2.7 Direct Effects vs. Contingency Models 

The papers were screened based on whether they had specified or implied research models. Papers could have direct 
effects models, or contingency models, or a combination of both.  
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2.2.8 Time Dimension 

The time dimension of the study was another feature sought out in the papers. Articles were then classified into 
either longitudinal or cross-sectional studies. 

3. Results and Analysis 

In assessing standards of good usage and reporting of statistical methods, the following sources were consulted: Field 
(2009), Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (2009), and Huck (2007). In this section 
good examples are surfaced to provide an invocative account of data analytic strategies being employed by 
researchers. 

3.1 Conceptual or Empirical 

11 of the 40 CE articles (or 27.5%) examined were of a conceptual nature. This is broadly consistent with the 30% 
found by Chandler and Lyon (2001) in a review of 291 articles across all forms of entrepreneurship research (not just 
CE) published between 1989 and 1998. Of the 29 empirical articles, 23 (79.3%) used and reported statistics, while 
the remainder (20.7%) was qualitative studies, primarily of a case study nature. All reported analysis that now 
follows in this paper relates only to the 23 empirical statistical articles. 

3.2 Data Sources and Sample Sizes 

70% of the empirical studies used primary data sources. Within these studies, 61% used paper surveys, 30% used 
in-person interviews, 6% used phone interviews, and 4% used on-line methodologies. 14% of the studies used both 
primary and secondary sources. Table 3 contains the figures for the empirical studies that only used secondary data 
sources. From this we observe that Compustat (35% and VentureXpert (30%) (Note 2) were the most common 
sources utilized. 

Table 3. Summary of data sources used 

The value of large sample sizes (e.g. n = 1233 firms) was evidenced in the Brown, Davidsson and Wiklund (2001) 
study where they were also able to conduct meaningful and statistically significant sub-sample analyses, thereby 
testing generalizability to other industries and organizational contexts. Most studies had to cope with much smaller 
sample sizes due to lower response rates, or less ambitious research designs, which sometimes drove adjustments to 
the way final data was used. For example, Antoncic and Hisrich (2001), attempted to test a new measurement scale 
for intrapreneurship across two cultures, the USA and Slovenia. They received a 29% response rate for Slovenia (n = 
141) but only an 11% response rate for the USA (n = 51). Their planned use of structural equation modeling however 
required sample sizes of 100-200 to avert errors. This prompted the researchers to “reposition” the USA sample for 
validation purposes whereas the Slovenia sample was used for the real empirical analysis.  

3.3 Reliability Procedures 

Reliability testing of various types was commonplace in the articles, for example: common method bias, social 
desirability bias, response and non-response bias, and single-informant bias. Some papers were silent about 
reliability or validity testing (e.g. Thornhill & Amit, 2000), while others gave this significant attention. Some of the 
better examples are now described. Burgers, Jansen, Van den Bosch and Volberda (2009) offer a good example of 
comprehensive reliability testing including common method bias, social desirability bias and single informant bias. 
Although they tested for single-informant bias by requesting one additional executive in each firm to also complete 
the questionnaire, they statistically evaluated this by calculating the average rwg for each firm and obtained results 
of .72 to .99 for independent variables and .78 to .99 for dependent variables. Their conclusion was that there was 
sufficient agreement within the firms on both. However, the rule of thumb that > .70 is acceptable is challenged by 
Harvey and Hollander (2004) using Monte Carlo results, who advocate more stringent standards since values >.70 
can routinely be obtained from totally random settings. Two other very noteworthy treatments of addressing common 
method bias can be found in Ling, Simsek, Lubatkin and Veiga  (2008) and Simsek, Veiga, and Lubatkin (2007) 
who both devote an entire appendix to this. For instance, Simsek et al. (2007) include steps taken to mitigate bias 
through use of pre-tested, valid multi-dimensional constructs; to detect bias using several tests such as bi-variate 
correlations and confirmatory factor analysis; to control for bias they used multi-respondent data drawn from firms 

 Venture 
Xpert 

Compustat, or Local 
Equivalent 

U.S. Patent Data or 
Equiv. 

Company 
Archives 

Other Total

Only Secondary 
Data 

30% 35% 20% 11% 4% 100%
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who provided two strategies to assess responses at the item and scale levels including t-tests of items, intra-class 
correlations, mean differences of scales, and correlations of scales. The correlations of constructs were all high and 
statistically significant. In some cases reliability testing was simply claimed as having been done without providing 
the statistical output. Hornsby, Kuratko and Zahra (2002, p. 266) simply mention that reliability measures for a 
Corporate Entrepreneurship Assessment Instrument were assessed on the factor structures using the “Cronbach 
procedure available in the SPSS statistical package”. It would be preferable if they quoted the actual Cronbach α 
(alpha) value (Note 3) and/or whether any items were removed to improve reliability, and if so, whether the factor 
analysis was rerun to check whether the factor structure still held. The treatment of missing values was not consistent 
across the studies. Some reported the actual statistics, others were vague about whether they existed or what 
percentage they were, while best practice included statements of not only what they were, but also how these were 
treated in the analysis (e.g. Maula, Autio & Murray, 2009, p. 279). 

3.4 Validation Procedures 

The excellent work of Bagozzi, Yi and Phillips (1991) on assessing construct validity in organizational research was 
leveraged in performing the analysis for this study. Key observations and good practices included: 

 Convergent and discriminant validity was tested for in several studies using EFA and CFA 
(exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis). A good example was found in Maula et al. (2009) 
who operationalized all constructs using multi-item scales derived from prior research and tested 
them using CFA. Factor loadings, construct reliabilities, and average variance extracted were all 
well above recommended minimums and reported in the paper.  

 A good example of robustness checks can be found in Wadhwa and Kotha (2006) who ran 
additional regression analyses using alternative measurements for one of their independent 
moderating variables (corporate investors involvement with its portfolio firms). They separated the 
‘involvement’ variable into two variables and ran two distinct fixed-effects regression models: one 
capturing involvement through formation of alliances and the other through board seats taken. 
From this they found that both forms of involvement were significant, but that alliances were 
statistically stronger.  

 An additional validation procedure employed in the Wadhwa and Kotha (2006) study comprising 
archival data (that clearly cannot capture all characteristics of start-up firms studied), was how they 
mitigated unobserved heterogeneity by using random and fixed effects models. 

 A best-in-class treatment of robustness was found in the Simsek et al. (2007) paper. The authors 
devote an appendix to this and explain their use of three robustness tests: replicating their findings 
using a second measure of entrepreneurial behavior; the use of structural equation modeling (SEM); 
and the use of two-stage least squares regression. For the first test, the authors found another 
measure for corporate entrepreneurship called entrepreneurial orientation (EO), that had been 
empirically linked in literature (r = 0.63, p < 0.001), and replicated their findings with respect to 
their first four hypotheses using EO instead (alpha = 0.71) as their dependent variable.  

 These authors also tested whether mediational effects were influenced by measurement error and 
used SEM for this using a two-step approach, such as: first, the fit of a CFA model to the observed 
data to assess fit of the overall measurement model (findings were greater than acceptability 
thresholds of 0.90 for several fit indices); and second, testing for a better fitting structural model 
that best accounted for the co-variances among the models constructs using chi-squared tests. A 
significant chi-squared difference between the fit of two models would indicate that sufficient 
covariance existed between the latent variables to warrant testing the hypothesized model. The 
authors reported evidence of a large, significant difference (p < 0.001). 

3.5 Level of Analysis 

In most cases it was evident what the level of analysis was. This seems to be an improvement since the Low and 
MacMillan (1988) admonition that there was a lack of specification in the level of analysis. In this project, the 23 
empirical statistical articles represented the following units of analysis (in percentage breakdown): 

◈ Individual level    = 21% 

◈ Group or team     = 7% 

◈ Project or innovation   = 14% 
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◈ The firm       = 58% 

◈ Industry or macro-environment  = 0% 

The firm as the unit of analysis was by far the most popular choice (58% of studies), which is not surprising 
given the subject is entrepreneurship within the corporation/firm. There were no industry-level studies 
encountered in the sample selected for analysis. 

3.6 Statistical and Data Analytic Strategies 

The two primary data analytic methods used by entrepreneurship researchers were ANOVA and multiple regression 
(see Table 4). Of the 40 studies, 14 (35%) used correlation analysis, 11 (28%) used factor analysis, 8 (20%) opted for 
mean comparisons using T-tests, 7 (18%) used regression, and 6 (15%) employed structural equation models in their 
analyses. Non-parametric statistical techniques were used in 10% of studies while no other statistical technique (e.g. 
path analysis) was used in more than 8% of the studies. This compares with a previous finding of Dean et al. (2007) 
where multiple regression constituted 33% of the methods used. In the section that follows, the paper describes the 
findings for each of the most commonly used methods together with references to good and inadequate reporting. 

Table 4. Count and percent for analytical technique used 

Analytical Technique Used Count Percent* 

Correlation analysis 14 35.0 

Factor analysis 11 27.5 

Mean comparison using T-tests 8 20.0 

Regression analysis 7 17.5 

Structural equations 6 15.0 

Analysis of variance 5 12.5 

Logistical regression 4 10.0 

Non-parametric statistics 4 10.0 

Other methods 3 7.5 

Discriminant analysis 1 2.5 

Cluster analysis 0 0.0 

*Percents do not add to 100% as some studies used multiple techniques 

It was pleasing to note that more sophisticated techniques such as structural equation modeling (SEM), path analysis, 
and Manova were being used in this emergent discipline often characterized in the literature as being in a 
pre-paradigmatic state. Forty-three percent (43%) of the empirical studies used 1 or 2 statistical techniques and 
although more statistical methods do not necessarily imply better quality research, the more sophisticated studies 
certainly did employ multiple techniques. For instance, 56% of studies employed 3 or more techniques while 13% 
used 4 or more. The next section describes the findings for a few of the more prominent techniques. 

3.6.1 Reporting Regression 

The most common (and crucial) omission was the reporting of zero-order correlations among the predictors and/or 
between the predictor variables and the criterion variable. This is key because multiple regression help to obtain 
estimates of partial associations between predictor and outcome variables and hence impacts interpretation of the 
research. Thus, multicollinearity is a conceptual issue affecting interpretation of regression results and is not just a 
statistical consideration. For a good treatment of multicollinearity within the context of regression analysis, see the 
Ahuja and Lampert (2001, p. 538) article. Incomplete reporting of the final regression model was another fairly 
common trait. In particular, the final model coefficients were omitted or it was impossible to ascertain what 
predictors were included in the final model. However, over-reporting is also not being advocated. For instance, when 
using hierarchical regression to test incremental validity of predictors, it is only necessary to report and interpret the 
coefficients from the final model that contains all the relevant predictors. Regression coefficients and their standard 
errors from previous steps may be biased and little value can be obtained from interpreting these. However, 
sometimes regression coefficients were presented and discussed, but it was unclear which models generated those 
coefficients (final, step 1, step 2?). 
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3.6.2 Reporting Factor Analysis 

Russell (2002) provides an excellent overview of the use and abuse of factor analysis and was referred to in making 
the assessment for this paper. Several articles made extensive use of scale development (e.g. Brown et al., 2001; 
Heavy, Simsek, Roche & Kelly, 2009; Hornsby et al., 2002) and hence EFA and CFA were often deployed including 
the reporting out of both unstandardized and standardized coefficients. For example, Yiu and Lau (2008) provided a 
clear justification for the use of these techniques. They used EFA to factor analyze a 22-item scale and explained 
how 3 items were deleted due to cross-loadings arriving at a factor structure of 4 factors and the percentage that each 
of these accounted for of the variance. They then completed a CFA of the 19-items to confirm the final factor 
structure. Hornsby et al. (2002) also followed a similarly thorough reporting procedure. In most cases eigenvalues 
were reported and explanations proffered for criteria used to decide what number of factors to extract. Exclusive 
reliance on the common heuristic of: ‘extract all factors with eigenvalues >1.0’ (Field, 2009) was commonplace, but 
some researchers instead used scree-plots, parallel analysis (e.g. Hornsby et al. 2002), or used maximum likelihood 
strategies (Maula et al., 2009) to justify their decisions. Some of the stronger studies (e.g. Brown et al., 2001) also 
justified the rotation procedure used (e.g. orthogonal such as varimax, or oblique rotations such as oblimin). In the 
case of the latter rotation, reference was made to the pattern and structure coefficients as opposed to the generic term 
of factor loading. On the less impressive end of the disclosure spectrum, Kellermans and Eddleston (2006, p. 817) 
simply report that: “All items pertaining to the independent, moderator, and dependent variables were entered in a 
factor analysis and the factor analysis extracted seven factors explaining 77.6% of variance. The factors separated 
cleanly and the first factor explained only 28.9% of the variance and the remaining factors explained 48.7%”. No 
rationale and output tables were provided - just these two sentences. The researchers then proceed with a decent 
reporting of regression analysis. In general, it seemed that where several techniques are used in one study, 
researchers underestimate the importance of complete reporting for each statistical technique to enable downstream 
replication and engender confidence in theory building. 

3.6.3 Reporting Correlation 

In almost all studies this technique was well done although it was interesting to note that none made use of scatter 
plots to identify outliers. None of the studies that employed correlation analysis made the common mistake of 
confusing correlation with cause. Both parametric (Pearson’s) and non-parametric (Spearman’s) tests were used and 
also selected appropriately (e.g. variables sampled from normally distributed populations in the case of Pearson’s). 
Given the Pearson correlation technique works best with linear relationships and less well with curvilinear 
relationships, it was noteworthy to find that some researchers used regression analysis instead (e.g. Wadhwa & 
Kotha, 2006) or structured equation modeling to cope with this. Reporting the outcome of a correlation test in the 
studies was a bit mixed. For instance, while most correlation tables were complete the text was rather 
under-nourished when reporting formal correlations. This often left the reader with the task of studying the table to 
draw conclusions instead of the researchers clearly citing the value of the coefficient, degrees of freedom, and 
significance values. 

3.6.4 Reporting ANOVA 

Considerable variability was evidenced in how the analyses were described. The ‘best-in-class’ studies introduced 
their analyses with: 

 A summary statement describing the experimental design 

 Specification of independent variables along with their levels 

 Mention of which factors were between-subjects and those that were within-subjects 

 Reporting of descriptive statistics such as means, standard deviations and correlations 

 Whether any post-hoc tests were used in follow-up analyses 

 Measures of effect size 

However, most of the papers were not as thorough. One of the most common omissions was inclusion of standard 
deviations along with each reported mean. In certain cases, effect sizes were impossible to deduce as no estimates of 
variability were provided whether through error bars, standard deviations or mean squared errors. If error bars were 
used, labeling was missing in some cases to clarify what they signified (e.g. 95% confidence intervals or standard 
errors). ANOVA studies with a >1 outcome measure that also reported the correlations among the outcome measures, 
were rare. Finally, few authors made a point to discuss the magnitude of the effect sizes they observed or contrasted 
these with previously reported effects in similar research. 
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3.7 Direct Effects vs. Contingency Models 

Some studies had fairly straightforward, direct effect conceptual models that they tested using statistical methods, 
while others set ambitious research designs using direct, mediating, and control variables. In fact, 69% of studies 
included contingency models. Most papers did not separate the results sections between findings related to direct 
effects versus findings related to contingency effects. A good example of this separation is Wadhwa and Kotha (2006, 
p. 828) who clearly delineate findings between direct and moderator effects. A common method used to test 
mediating relationships was through multiple regression analysis, but some studies (e.g. Yiu & Lau, 2008) preferred 
the more powerful structural equation model as it could test relationships simultaneously and control for all other 
effects of the variables. Another good example of a complex test design was found in the Simsek et al. (2007, p. 
1401) paper. These authors used 5 statistical techniques (T-tests, factor analysis, correlation analysis, regression, and 
a structural equation model) to adequately test all the hypotheses and meet reliability and validity criteria. 

3.8 Time Dimension 

Only 7 (or 24%) of the empirical papers were longitudinal studies, and most of these used secondary data sources – 
the remaining 76% being cross-sectional studies. Given the pressures to publish, the time consuming nature of 
primary longitudinal studies is not conducive to this academic reality. However, for the corporate entrepreneurship 
field to mature in its understanding and impact more longitudinal studies will be required. 

3.9 Qualitative Research 

A few observations on the six qualitative empirical papers are appropriate to complete the assessment. Half of the 
studies were longitudinal studies, and four adopted a case study research approach using either archival data, 
interviews, secondary published data, or combinations of all these. A few highlights are reported below: 

 Bhardwaj, Camillus and Hounshell (2006) developed new theory for the entrepreneurial search 
process by drawing on comprehensive internal documentation within the Du Pont Company over a 
20 year period. The case research method based on archival data was defended by the authors 
because it was deemed to be best suited for studying processes spanning long periods and for 
under-researched and complex phenomenon. 

 Covin and Miles (2007) developed typologies of corporate venturing strategies based on a  
literature review and then conducted in-depth personal interviews with executives from 15 Swedish, 
UK and USA firms. Although, the authors only provided a scant justification for their firm 
selection, rigor was evident through transcription of interviews and member checking with 
interviewees to ensure accuracy. Furthermore, the two researchers separately matched each firm 
against each strategic typology and then compared notes. Only one discrepancy was uncovered due 
to a change in the company’s stated strategy between the time interviews were conducted and the 
time the results were compiled. Findings from the interviews were also corroborated with 
publically held sources such as published articles, the corporations web pages, annual reports, and 
regulatory filings. Summaries and conclusions drawn from the interviews and these public data 
sources were also made available to respondents for reliability and validity assessment purposes. 

 Keil (2004) proposes a model that describes how corporations develop a capability to create and 
develop ventures through corporate venture capital, alliances, and acquisition. The model is based 
on two longitudinal case studies of large corporations operating in the information and 
communication technology sectors. While strong on theory, the criteria for firm selection and the 
rationale for case-based research was rather thin. However, in a related paper of five in-depth 
longitudinal case studies covering the same industries, Keil, Autio and George (2008) provides a 
more detailed discussion of these factors. 

 The best paper from a methodological standpoint is the Kelley, Peters and O’Connor (2009) 
research on inter-organizational networking and corporate entrepreneurship. Key features being: 
Descriptive statistics are provided; a clear rationale for case study research method is articulated; 
an outline of sample selection provided; an explanation of how data was collected across 143 
interviews and how NVivo was employed to code 10,000 pages of transcribed interview text; how 
reliability checks were performed using inter-rater methods; and how validation checks were 
performed (e.g. construct validity). The following quote summarizes this rigor: 

“Our approach therefore combined the examination of field notes, an inductive process of 
developing and refining emergent theoretical constructs through NVivio coding, cross-case 
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comparisons to understand relationships among the constructs, and interviews and a second-level 
data analysis to validate our findings. This, combined with frequent discussions among the 
researchers, contributed to the development of our theoretical framework” (p. 227). 

4. Conclusions  

The key findings related to usage of statistical techniques were discussed in the main body of the paper and will not 
be recapitulated here. In this final section, two remaining questions are discussed: 

1) What can be concluded about the health of corporate entrepreneurship research from the relevant 
statistical methods found in this study? 

2) What other aspects were encountered pertinent to statistical reporting and research endeavor? 

4.1 Health and Relevance 

More than a decade ago, Busenitz et al. (2003, p. 303-4) remarked that the entrepreneurship field was young and 
moving through its ‘emergent stage’ and that in order for it to develop a ‘respected and well-developed voice’, it 
needed to approach empirical research with the same rigor as other fields. From this study on corporate 
entrepreneurship we can detect some encouraging signs in this regard: 

 69% of studies tested contingency frameworks indicating that increasingly sophisticated models are being 
applied while controlling for important variables that might affect outcomes. This compares with the 30% 
found by Dean et al. (2007) and the 18% found by Chandler and Lyon (2001). Perhaps the focus on 
corporate entrepreneurship versus general entrepreneurship helps in this regard, since publically available 
data are more accessible for corporations than for small, start-up entrepreneurial entities. 

 It was pleasing to see the use of longitudinal studies. While perhaps not directly comparable, 24% of studies 
reviewed in this article were longitudinal versus the 7% found nine years earlier by Chandler and Lyon 
(2001). 

 Research design and construct measurement practices seemed fairly sound with extensive treatment given to 
reliability and validity testing in some cases (e.g. Yang, Narayanan & Zahra, 2009). Perhaps more clarity 
and stringency should be placed on sample selection however.  If samples were randomly drawn from a 
clearly defined sampling frame, assessments of non-response bias would not yield whether findings possess 
external validity. 

 As noted in Table 4, a fairly wide variety of statistical techniques are being employed in the field of 
corporate entrepreneurship. Techniques such as correlation analysis, factor analysis, regression analysis, 
means comparisons, and structural equation modeling were the most frequently invoked. Extant literature 
also provides a few signposts as to the importance of varying statistical techniques to the furtherance of 
entrepreneurship research. A study by Dean et al. (2007) among entrepreneurship expert scholars (Note 4) 
who ranked the importance of several techniques using a 5-point Likert scale (1 = ‘not at all’; and 5 = “to a 
great extent”), uncovered six with a mean above 4.0: 

o Multiple regression (4.55; SD = .62) 

o Hierarchical regression (4.48; SD = .79) 

o Logistical regression (4.42; SD = .72) 

o ANOVA and ANCOVA (4.19; SD = .91) 

o Correlations (4.13; SD = 1.12) 

o Event history (4.03; SD = 1.02) 

The most utilized statistical techniques used in corporate entrepreneurship research found in this study of 40 
journal articles do not appear to be all that different from those espoused by the ‘expert’ group in the above 
Dean et al. (2007) study.  

4.2 Other Aspects of Research Endeavor 

The paper concludes with a few observations on other aspects of statistical reporting and research endeavor to 
complete the picture: 

Quest to publish - One interesting finding was that in the quest and pressure to publish, some researchers sometimes 
‘milked’ one piece of research several times in different journals. The consequence of this was that in order to 
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differentiate the papers somewhat from each other, they omitted some details in one version which could  convey a 
(unfounded) perception that the research is poorly executed, or a (legitimate) perception that the research is 
‘under-reported’ in the journal article. 

Replication - Researchers could aim for more replicable effects. Providing enough texture in the Methodology 
sections would allow other researchers to replicate findings and thereby add/subtract to the building blocks of a 
cumulative science. 

Statistical reporting - Providing a good balance between thorough statistical reporting and producing an engaging 
article seem key. Entertaining reading is helpful, but for the research to be valuable it needs to contain thorough 
reporting of the results of the primary analysis and the descriptive statistics. These provide the foundation for the 
larger story being told by the report. If word limits are a constraint, then perhaps other “nice to have” details could be 
expunged first before trimming the Methods and Results sections (e.g. overlapping references; pleasantries; that 
SPSS was used; make details of supplementary analysis available upon request instead of reporting it; etc). Also, in 
some instances there appeared to be a misunderstanding of null hypothesis (H0) significance testing. For instance, the 
p value provides the probability that rejecting H0 is the wrong decision, instead of the probability of observing a 
particular test value if the H0 was indeed true. 

Nomenclature – The terminology used to describe variables were quite diverse and ambiguous in some instances 
including terms such as: independent, explanatory, predictor, regressor, control, dependent, outcome, response, and 
criterion. It would seem that better practice would be to differentiate between terms for variables used in 
observational research versus terms used for variables in experimental research. Since the former lacks 
randomization and manipulation, it is suggested that predictor and criterion (or outcome) be used predominantly. For 
experimental research designs, it is suggested that the term ‘independent variable’ be used for the manipulated 
variable, and that the term ‘dependent variable’ be used for the outcome. 

Electronic archiving - Perhaps in the future, journals could create and publish a data archive on the Internet as an 
electronic appendix for all accepted articles to facilitate replication and analysis. Apparently the Science journal has 
already led the way on this. Case in point is the meticulous creation of corporate family trees by Wadhwa and Kotha 
(2006) that used multiple data sources to map patents granted to subsidiaries for sample investing firms where the 
number of patents were used to measure the independent variable. Given the complexity of gathering such data, 
having this type of work available for future researchers would save significant unproductive time and undergird 
more expeditious endeavors to replicate studies. 

4.3 Delimitations and Closing Comments 

Finally, the sample size and/or the period chosen of analysis are potential delimitations of this study. It would have 
been preferable to statistically examine a larger sample than the 29 quantitative empirical studies earmarked. But, it 
is also plausible that if further analysis of publications in the last 5 years were contemplated, that even more 
satisfactory progress may have been evidenced in validity and reliability. This is not an unreasonable assumption, 
since journals are likely to enforce more rigorous publication criteria in the midst of rapid research growth in a 
domain and as competition for space intensifies in the top-ranked journals. Nevertheless, this paper highlights 
pertinent themes that any pre-paradigmatic field such as corporate entrepreneurship and venturing would need to 
address. This is especially the case as it seeks legitimacy among more mature scholarly domains, and as scholars 
endeavor to make normative recommendations pertaining to the complex set of issues implicit in large firm 
entrepreneurship research. In conclusion, while there is always room for improvement, data analytic strategies used 
within corporate entrepreneurship empirical research appear to be headed in a healthy direction and augers well for 
the future relevance and impact of the domain. 
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ES = Empirical; Statistical EQ = Empirical; Qualitative CP = Conceptual Paper 
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Research Policy, 31(3), 419-435. 
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growth. Management Science, 52(2), 248-261. 
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Notes 

Note 1. Strategic Management Journal; Journal of Business Venturing; Entrepreneurship, Theory & Practice; 
Technovation; Research Policy; Management Science; Harvard Business Review; Journal of Management Studies; 
Business Horizons; Academy of Management Journal. 

Note 2. Compustat is the leading U.S. provider of corporate and industry financial intelligence; VentureXpert is the 
single source for comprehensive data covering ventures, buyouts, funds, private equity firms, etc. 

Note 3. Field (2009, p. 679) suggests an α (alpha) value in the range of 0.7 to 0.8 as a good overall indicator of 
reliability and any alpha value below 0.3 should be deleted. 

Note 4. ‘Expert’ being defined as established researchers who had served on editorial boards of Entrepreneurship, 
Theory & Practice (ETP) or Journal of Business Venturing (JBV) in 2003, and, who had demonstrated success 
publishing in these journals on multiple occasions between 1999 and 2003. 

 

 
 


